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We report multiscale quantum mechanical modeling of hydrogen assisted cracking in aluminum which is central
to H embrittlement phenomena. We find that dislocation emission and brittle cleavage can occur simultaneously.
H embrittlement takes place when H occupies the top sites on the crack front surface and even a very low H
coverage at 0.2 monolayers can lead to brittle cleavage. H atoms adsorbed on the crack surfaces tend to suppress
dislocation emission, whereas the solute H atoms on the slip plane can promote dislocation emission. Top-site
H atoms at the front surface are found to facilitate the migration of other H atoms towards the front surface,
providing a mechanism for H accumulation at the crack tip. The study resolves a long-standing puzzle of why H
embrittlement could occur in Al where the equilibrium H solubility is extremely low under normal conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen embrittlement is one of the most pervasive
problems in materials science and engineering as almost all
metals and their alloys suffer to some extent of this H-induced
brittleness.1,2 H embrittlement has been responsible for many,
if not most, service failures in materials applications where
the components and structures come into contact with natural
or technological environments including aqueous solution,
gas, elevated temperature, irradiation, etc. However, despite
enormous research efforts in past decades,1–16 a complete
mechanistic understanding of H embrittlement phenomena
still eludes us. For the most part, the challenges stem
from the multiscale nature of the problem—the interplay
involving nanoscale processes (such as bond breaking and
nucleation of defects) and long-range elastic interactions
among the extended defects. Fortunately, thanks to ever
increasing computational power and advances in multiscale
modeling techniques17–24 pertinent atomistic simulations of H
embrittlement began to emerge.11,13,25
In this paper, we address two key issues at the core of H
embrittlement: H assisted cracking and transport of H to the
crack front by multiscale quantum mechanical simulations.
The simulations illuminate the atomistic origin of H embrittlement, provide insight into the competing mechanisms of
fracture, and offer a basis for comprehensive understanding
of H embrittlement of metals. Owing to an extremely low H
solubility in bulk Al (the atomic percentage in the range of
10−6 to 10−8 ),26 H on the crack surfaces is found to play an
important role in H embrittlement, which has been largely
ignored in the past. These surface H atoms could originate
from those trapped at vacancies or microvoids that eventually
coalesce to form cracks.6 We find that H assisted cracking
occurs if H atoms occupy certain corrosive sites on the crack
front surface. Here the existence of such corrosive sites is
established and their role in H embrittlement is illustrated.
We find that dislocation emission and brittle cleavage could
happen simultaneously, challenging a traditional view that the
two competing processes are mutually exclusive. In contrast
to the conventional notion that H concentrations in metals
are often too low to break the metallic bonds,11 we observe
that brittle fracture can occur even with a low H coverage
1098-0121/2013/88(10)/104109(6)

(0.2 monolayers) at the corrosive sites. Moreover, the H atom
at the corrosive site can facilitate the migration of interior H
atoms towards the crack front surface for sustained H embrittlement. Therefore, the simulations resolve a long-standing
puzzle of why H embrittlement could occur in Al where the
bulk solubility of H is extremely low under normal conditions.
Recently, an atomistic study has been conducted in Fe
which reported a ductile to brittle transition caused by the
suppression of dislocation emission at the crack tip due
to aggregation of H.13 In addition to the differences in
computational methodologies, the present work focuses on the
chemical aspect on the fracture surface (H assisted cracking)
in Al. Since H solubility in Al is much lower than that in Fe,
the H segregation mechanism observed in Ref. 13 may not be
applicable to Al.
II. METHODOLOGY

Here, a semi-infinite crack in a single Al crystal under
mode I loading is simulated using a quantum mechanical
multiscale method: quasicontinuum density functional theory
(QCDFT).18,22 The QCDFT simulations are performed on a
ductile crack tip orientation with (1̄10) crack plane and [1̄1̄2]
crack front direction. The relevant directions and the schematic
partition of simulation domains are shown in Fig. 1. In this
orientation, the active slip planes for dislocation nucleation
are (111) planes; all other {111} planes lie obliquely to the
crack plane and are thus precluded from the simulations.27 The
dimensions of the system are 1.6 μm × 1.6 μm × 4.887 Å
along the [111] (x), [1̄10] (y), [1̄1̄2] (z) directions respectively.
The system is periodic in the z direction and has Dirichlet
boundary conditions in the other two directions.
In the QCDFT simulations, the system is partitioned into
three distinct domains: (1) a nonlocal quantum mechanical
region (region I); (2) a nonlocal classical region (region II)
where the classical EAM potential28 is used; and (3) a local region (region III) where the finite-element method is employed
based on the Cauchy-Born rule and the same EAM potential as
region II. The coupling between regions II and III is achieved
via the quasicontinuum formulation,17,29–31 while the coupling
between regions I and II is accomplished by the QM/MM
scheme.32,33 The number of nonlocal atoms and finite-elements
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) An overview of the entire simulation box with finite-element mesh. (b) A blown-up view of the central box
in (a) showing the DFT region (red), EAM region (blue), and the finite-element region. (c) A displacement contour plot showing four edge
dislocations that have been emitted and subsequently propagated 400 Å away from the crack tip. All lengths are in Å.

changes during the QCDFT simulation depending on the local
deformation gradients; a typical simulation includes about 450
nonlocal DFT atoms, 500 nonlocal EAM atoms, and 5000
finite elements, but overall, 82 million atoms are simulated
effectively by QCDFT.
In region I, the quantum mechanical calculations are carried
out with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)34,35
which is based on density functional theory (DFT) with the
local density approximation and ultrasoft pseudopotentials.
A plane-wave cutoff of 250 eV is used in the calculations
and the k points are sampled with a 1 × 1 × 11 mesh in the
Brillouin zone.36 The EAM potential has been rescaled to
reproduce a lattice constant and bulk modulus identical to the
corresponding VASP values.33
The simulations are carried out quasistatically with the
displacement boundary conditions imposed at the exterior
crack surfaces which are prescribed as a function of intended
stress intensity KI at each loading step. The loading procedure
adopted here follows closely Ref. 22. The loading step
of 0.01 eV/Å2.5 is used before the nucleation of the first
dislocation is observed. Once the crack tip plasticity is
tentatively detected, the load is backtracked and the loading
increment is reduced to 0.001 eV/Å2.5 . This loading procedure
has been previously checked to produce converged results by
using the EAM-based QC method,22 which is computationally
much more manageable.
The initial crack opening in the present work is determined
based on two competing considerations: (1) It cannot be too
narrow; otherwise the crack will close and/or a large number
of loading steps would be required to observe the onset of
plasticity. (2) It cannot be too wide; otherwise the DFT region
would be too large to render the calculations feasible. Of
course, the DFT region has to be large enough to capture
the crucial plasticity events at the crack tip. Based on the two
considerations, we have chosen the initial crack opening as
five layers in this work.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

H adsorptions on three crack surfaces are examined: the
upper (U) and lower (L) side surfaces as well as the front (F)

crack surface as shown in Fig. 2(a). Several high-symmetry
adsorption sites are considered on each of the surfaces,
including face-centered cubic (fcc), hexagonal close-packed
(hcp), top, and bridge sites. We find that the top and bridge
sites are energetically more stable than the fcc and hcp sites
under tensile strains. Hence in the following, we focus on the
top sites labeled by T and the bridge sites labeled by B in the
crack simulations.
As shown in Fig. 3, we have determined H adsorption
energy on the (111) crack surface as a function of interplanar
separation distance δ. For each δ, the H adsorption energy is
defined as Ead (δ) = EAl+H (δ) − EAl (δ) − 12 EH2 , where EAl+H
and EAl are the cohesive energies of the Al slab with and
without a H atom and EH2 is the cohesive energy of an isolated
H2 molecule. The calculation is performed by using a slab with
36 Al atoms via VASP. The dimensions of the slab are 8.5 Å,
4.9 Å, 15.0 Å along the [1̄10], [1̄1̄2], and [111] direction,
respectively. Vacuum is placed in the [111] direction on both
sides of the slab, and the periodic boundary conditions are

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic diagram showing the three
crack surfaces: the upper side surfaces (U), the lower side surfaces
(L), and the crack tip front surface (F). The slip plane positions
are indicated by x U in the upper half crystal and x L in the lower half
crystal relative to the crack front. (b) Graphical definition of the crack
opening width  = dy  − dy , where dy  is the maximum interplanar
distance in the y direction and dy = 1.41 Å is the equilibrium
interplanar distance.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The atomic configurations used in the
calculations of H adsorption energy Ead : (a) for a H atom on the B site
and (b) for a H atom on the T site on Al (111) surface. (c) Partially
relaxed H adsorption energy Ead versus the interplanar separation δ,
showing the crossover between the B site and the T site. (d) Fully
relaxed Ead versus δ. When δ reaches 0.9 Å, the H atom shifts from
the B site to the T site, accompanied by an energy jump. The red and
blue spheres represent H and Al atoms, respectively.

applied in all directions. The k points are sampled according
to the Monkhorst-Pack scheme with a 11 × 21 × 1 mesh in the
Brillouin zone. The force convergence criterion is 0.02 eV/Å.
We find that at equilibrium (δ = 0) H is energetically more
stable on the B site (Ead = 0.17 eV) than on the T site
(Ead = 0.28 eV). When the crack opens up, the adsorption
energy on the B site increases rapidly, in contrast to the case on
the T site, which remains approximately the same as shown in
Fig. 3(c). At δ = 1.2 Å, the T site becomes energetically more
stable than the B site. Note that the energy curves in Fig. 3(c)
are calculated by fixing Al atoms (allowing H to move in the
[111] direction) so that we can estimate the critical δ at which
the energy crossover occurs. In Fig. 3(d), we present the results
with a full relaxation of all atoms; we find that the B-site H
atom would shift to T site when δ reaches 0.9 Å by breaking
one of the two Al-H bonds. Therefore, for a typical crack tip
configuration, the tension at the crack front can stabilize the T
sites and render them more favorable.
We have performed QCDFT calculations for ten distinct
crack configurations, including the pure Al crack as reference
and nine other cracks with different numbers of H atoms at the
T sites and B sites on the three crack surfaces. We distinguish
these cracks by numbers from i to ix and summarize their main
features in Table I. The number and position of H atoms are
used to label the cracks in the second column of the Table.

For example, for crack ix, there are two T-site H atoms on the
upper surface (U), two T-site H atoms on the lower surface
(L), and five T-site H atoms on the front surface (F), indicated
by FT5 +UT2 +LT2 . As shown in Fig. 2, the fracture behavior is
characterized by three quantities: (1) the critical stress intensity
KIC under which the first full edge dislocation is emitted from
the crack tip; (2) the position of the dislocation slip planes in
the upper (x U ) and lower half (x L ) of the crack plane. The
positions x U and x L are given in terms of the number of (111)
layers. A positive (negative) number signifies that the slip plane
is on the right (left) side of the crack front surface. The slip
plane is indicated by the sheared finite-element mesh. (3) The
crack opening , which is defined as  = dy  − dy , where
dy  is the maximum interplanar distance in the y direction
and dy = 1.41 Å is the equilibrium interplanar distance.  is
2.5
evaluated at KI = 0.30 eV/Å for all cracks.  represents
the maximum lattice expansion between two adjacent atomic
planes at the crack tip, which is different from the crack-tipopening displacement that measures the overall elastic opening
of the crack tip.
It is found that for pure Al, KIC = 0.28 eV/Å2.5 and the
corresponding value for the first partial dislocation is slightly
lower, between 0.27 and 0.28 eV/Å2.5 . For all cracks examined
here, it is much easier to identify the nucleation of a full
dislocation than a partial dislocation because the full edge
dislocation is nucleated away from the crack tip, hence clearly
identifiable in the displacement contour plot; one such example
is shown in Fig. 1(c). For this reason, in Table I we only
list KIC for the nucleation of the first full dislocation(s).
Our KIC value is lower than that reported in Ref. 23 with
KIC = 0.30 eV/Å2.5 , but higher than that reported in Ref. 25
with KIC = 0.25 eV/Å2.5 . This is because a narrower crack
tends to have a lower KIC , and the crack width in the present
study (5 layers, KIC = 0.28 eV/Å2.5 ) is narrower than that in
the first report (6 layers, KIC = 0.30 eV/Å2.5 ) and wider than
that in the second report (3 layers, KIC = 0.25 eV/Å2.5 ). As
shown in Fig. 4(a), increasing KI to 0.32 eV/Å2.5 , two more
edge dislocations are nucleated, one on each side of the crack
plane, but without cleavage ( = 0.16 Å). For the maximum
KI = 0.36 eV/Å2.5 applied in this study, the crack remains
ductile. When H is adsorbed on the upper and lower surfaces
(cracks i and ii), it has very little effect on the fracture behavior
TABLE I. Summary of KIC , , and x U(L) for the ten cracks. NH
is the total number of adsorbed H atoms on the three crack surfaces.
The figure references for the cracks are also included.
KIC
Crack Configuration NH (eV/Å2.5 )
pure
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii
viii
ix

104109-3

pure
UB2 + LB2
UT2 + LT2
FB6
FT1
FT5
FB6 + UB2
FB6 + UB2 + LB2
FT5 + UT2 + LT2
H@slip plane

0
4
4
6
1
5
8
10
9
6

0.28
0.29
0.28
0.32
0.31
0.32
0.30
0.32
0.30
0.25

xU

xL

−1/2
−1/2
−1/2
−1/2
1/2
5/2
−3/2
−3/2
1/2
−1/2

−1/2
−1/2
−1/2
−1/2
1/2
1/2
−1/2
−3/2
1/2
−1/2


Figure
(Å) Reference
0.16
1.02
0.21
1.21
6.16
9.07
1.35
1.43
8.42
0.22

Fig. 4(a)
Fig. 4(b)
Fig. 4(c)
Fig. 4(e)
Fig. 4(f)

Fig. 5(a)
Fig. 4(d)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematic diagrams showing dislocation emission and brittle cleavage under KI = 0.32 eV/Å2.5 . Red and blue
circles represent H and Al atoms, respectively. All lengths are in Å. The sheared finite-element mesh is the result of dislocation(s) passage
along the slip plane; more emitted dislocations yield more severe shears. (a) Pure Al; (d) solute H atoms at the slip plane (crack ix); (b) and
(e) H atoms at the B sites of the side surfaces (crack i) and the front surface (crack iii), respectively; (c) and (f) H atoms at the T sites of the
side surfaces (crack ii) and the front surface (crack v), respectively. The bond rupture in (f) is represented by the dashed lines.

of the cracks as displayed in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). KIC for cracks
i and ii remains approximately the same as in the pure crack,
and no cleavage is observed even as KI is ramped up to 0.36
eV/Å2.5 ; instead, more dislocations are emitted from the crack
tip. Therefore, the H atoms adsorbed on the side surfaces are
not responsible for H embrittlement of Al. However, when
H is adsorbed on the crack front surface, both ductile and
brittle behavior can occur depending on the adsorption sites.
In Fig. 4(e), we illustrate the ductile response of the crack with
six H atoms occupying the B sites on the crack front (crack
iii). Multiple dislocations are emitted but with no indication
of cleavage ( = 1.21 Å) even as KI is increased to 0.36
eV/Å2.5 . On the other hand, brittle fracture takes place when
H is adsorbed on the T site of the crack front (cracks iv and v).
As depicted in Fig. 4(f), several Al-Al bonds are broken and the
crack grows by one atomic layer ( = 9.07 Å). Interestingly,
dislocations are also emitted simultaneously. The critical stress
intensity KIC of 0.32 eV/Å2.5 is higher than the corresponding
value for the pure crack. One of the slip planes shifts forward
to x U = 5/2 as the result of crack propagation. Remarkably,
the H assisted cracking is observed even with a single H atom
at the T site of the crack front (crack iv); this corresponds to
H coverage of 0.2 monolayers. In contrast, if H is adsorbed
at the B site of the crack front, brittle cleavage cannot occur
even at a much higher H coverage. For example, the cracks vi
and vii do not exhibit brittle behavior although there are many
more (8 and 10) H atoms on the crack surfaces. The increase

of KIC suggests that the surface-adsorbed H can suppress
dislocation emission, which agrees with previous simulation
results.25 On the other hand, the solute H atoms at the slip
plane (crack ix) can actually promote dislocation nucleation
with KIC reducing to 0.25 eV/Å2.5 , in line with the H enhanced
local plasticity model1 . This observation is consistent with the
experimental findings that when solute H was introduced in
Al, dislocation activity was significantly enhanced ahead of
the crack tip.4,5,37–39 We note that the quantitative results in
Table I depend on H coverage at the crack tip; i.e., if the crack
width and/or length changes, the quantitative results would
change accordingly.
We next pay closer attention to the brittle cleavage. In
Fig. 5(a), we display the brittle cleavage with H atoms on
the T sites of the front surface with KI = 0.30 eV/Å2.5 (crack
viii). If H migrates from the side surfaces to occupy the T sites
of the freshly exposed crack front as shown in Fig. 5(b), the
brittle cleavage can propagate one layer further. Conversely,
if additional H cannot reach the fresh crack front, the brittle
fracture halts as displayed in Fig. 5(c). Similarly, if H arrives
at the B site of the fresh crack front, the cleavage cannot
grow either as shown in Fig. 5(d). Therefore, H embrittlement
proceeds by the corrosive H atoms attacking Al-Al bonds at
the front surface, one layer at a time. These T sites are hence
the active or corrosive sites for H embrittlement of Al.
The T site is corrosive because the formation of H-Al bonds
at the T site significantly weakens Al-Al bonds on the crack
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Schematic diagrams showing dislocation
emission and brittle cleavage. (a) The initial cleavage for crack viii
under KI = 0.30 eV/Å2.5 (crack viii). (b) The crack extends one
layer forward with H at the T sites of the fresh front surface under
KI = 0.35 eV/Å2.5 . (c) The crack halts without H on the fresh front
surface. (d) The crack halts with H at the B sites of the fresh front
surface. The red and purple dashed lines indicate the bond rupture on
the initial and new crack front, respectively.

front as H draws electrons from Al. When the weakened Al-Al
bonds are stretched at the crack tip, they can break easily. On
the other hand, the formation of Al-H-Al bonds at the B site
can actually stabilize the Al-Al bond on the crack front with
H serving as a “glue” or linker. To provide direct evidence for
the above statement, we have calculated site-projected local
density of states (LDOS) for the Al-Al bond in question using
the model shown in Fig. 3 with δ = 0. The Al-Al bond is
indicated by the red dashed line. Here we introduce a quantity
 Ef
 defined as  = −∞
LDOSI (E) × LDOSI I (E)dE, where
Ef is the Fermi energy and LDOSI (E), LDOSI I (E) are the
LDOS of the two bonded Al atoms.  therefore represents
“bond order” between the two Al atoms, which is proportional
to the overlapping density of states. We have calculated  for
three cases: Al-Al bond without H (0 ), Al-Al bond with a
T-site H (T ), and Al-Al bond with a B-site H (B ). We find
that B = 0.657, 0 = 0.598, and T = 0.590 in a ranking
that supports our statement.
Given the importance of the corrosive sites, the migration
energy barriers of H from the bulk interior to the corrosive
sites on the crack front are expected to affect the rate of
H embrittlement. There are two possible H sources inside a
material: H adsorbed on the internal crack surfaces and solute
H in the bulk lattice. We find that the H diffusion barrier on the
side surface and the front surface is 0.12 eV and 0.16 eV,
respectively, lower than that in the bulk lattice, which is
0.18 eV.26,40 However, it is also found that the corners between
the side surfaces and the front surface could act as bottlenecks
for H migration to the crack front and the corresponding
migration barrier is 0.24 eV. Therefore, the transport from
the side surfaces to the front surface is not a preferential path
for H arriving on the front surface. We have also examined

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) The atomic structure of the crack tip
used in the NEB calculations with one H atom at the T site of the front
surface and another H migration towards the front surface. The arrow
indicates the approximate initial and final positions of the migrating
H atom. (b) H migration energy barriers from the bulk interior to the
crack front surface with and without a H atom at the T site. E b is the
H binding energy as defined in Ref. 41. The first Al layer is taken as
the front surface.

H diffusion barriers from the bulk interior to the crack front
along the direction shown schematically in Fig. 6(a). A DFT
cluster of 40.0 Å × 35.0 Å × 9.74 Å carved out from the
relaxed QCDFT atomic structure is used in the calculations,
with three outmost Al layers fixed and other atoms allowed to
relax.
We place one H atom at the T site of the front surface
and load the crack using QCDFT until KI = 0.27 eV/Å2.5 .
Under this loading, the crack is significantly deformed with
the crack opening  = 1.84 Å at the front surface, but
remains stable and dislocation free. The energy barriers for
another H along the migration path are calculated using the
nudged elastic band (NEB) method.42 For comparison, we also
calculate the corresponding energy barriers in the absence of H
at the front surface and the results are displayed in Fig. 6(b).
The local minima and maxima in Fig. 6(b) represent the H
binding energies at various distorted tetrahedral and octahedral
interstitial sites along the diffusion path. In the absence of H
at the front surface, the diffusion barriers are similar to that in
the bulk lattice. But with H at the front surface, the diffusion
barriers are drastically different; they decrease gradually from
0.19 eV in the interior to 0.05 eV near the surface and
completely vanish at the subsurface. Some of the octahedral
sites are deformed so much that they resemble the tetrahedral
sites, hence the diminished energy barriers. Therefore, the
H atom at the front surface can facilitate the migration of
other H atoms to the front surface or the crack tip, which
provides a mechanism for H multiplication and aggregation at
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the crack front. The H atoms at the corrosive sites not only can
break Al-Al bonds; they can also induce considerable lattice
stretching near the crack tip to help “pull” other H atoms out
(the corresponding lattice stretching is much smaller without
H at the front surface).
IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied H assisted cracking and H
diffusion in Al cracks using multiscale quantum mechanical
simulations. We find that dislocation emission and brittle
cleavage could occur simultaneously. H embrittlement occurs
when H occupies the T sites on the crack front and even
a low H coverage at 0.2 monolayers can lead to brittle
cleavage. The H atoms on the crack surfaces tend to inhibit
dislocation emission, whereas the solute H atoms at the slip
plane promote dislocation emission. H at the crack front is
found to facilitate the diffusion of other H atoms to the
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